Helman, Wade, Walmsley Speak in Observance of Brotherhood Week

350 Students of Three Faiths Attend Meeting
At St. Thomas Seminary

By John W. Coote

Last Wednesday night at St. Thomas Seminary in Bloomfield, three Trinity students, Arthur Walmsley, Leonard Helman, and Clinton Wade, spoke in observance of American Brotherhood Week. The students, all seniors, spoke on the subject of the origin and development of this one national fraternity. The three different religions represented at Trinity are United Church of Christ, Catholic, and Jewish. Mr. Helman's talk was on the religion of the United Church of Christ, Mr. Walmsley's on the Catholic religion, and Mr. Wade's on the religion of the Jews.

The three Trinity men, each of a different faith, had been chosen to represent the different faiths due to the fact that they are on the Student Council, a common avenue of interest for the three. All three are on the Student Council and are active in the different fraternities and religious organizations, according to Mr. Helman.

Mr. Helman pointed out the growth of the church in America and the reason for its growth. He also mentioned the religious excitement of the 1850s and 1860s and how this affected his faith.

Mr. Helman said that he was a United Church of Christ because he liked the “inclusive” attitude of the church. He mentioned the church's beliefs on social justice and how it affects him personally.

Mr. Walmsley spoke about his Catholic faith. He mentioned the church's beliefs on the Eucharist and how it affects him personally. He also mentioned how the church has changed over the years.

Mr. Wade spoke about his Jewish faith. He mentioned the church's beliefs on the importance of family and how it affects him personally.

The students were all well received by the audience and many were moved by their talks.

Jesters to Present
"Men in White" in May; Don Craig to Direct

Having successfully produced Powell and Pressburger's "Monsieur Beaucaire," rehearsing are now in progress for the new Jesters' production, Men in White by Sidney Kingsley which is to be presented at the Avery Memorial May 6 through 9.

A Pullitzer prize winner—1923-34--"Men in White" is the last play in which many veteran actors of the Jesters will appear before their graduation, and the thirty-ninth performance of these seasoned performers.

Topics for the debates are varied: a case of murder selected, moderators to represent the High School, and the General Training, in its inception.

Nine schools have been invited to participate: these years; New Haven, Conn.; Hotchkiss, of Lakeville, Conn.; Canterbury, of New Milford, Conn.; Westminster, of Simsbury, Conn.; Trinity-Pawling of Pawling, N.Y.; Worchester Academy, of Worchester, Mass.; Mt. Hermon, of Northampton, Mass.; Deeringfield, of Deerfield, Mass.; and Moses Brown, of Providence, R.I.

Trinity swimming mön Joe Clarke announced that trials for the meet will be held on the first day of the month, with the events being held on the following day. Mr. Clarke also emphasized the fact that the meet is looked forward to by the swimmers from the various stands the stand-out events of the year.

Egan Announces Tentative Schedule For Debating Club

At a meeting in Woodward Lounge on Thursday evening, February 12, the Debating and Oratory Club announced its tentative schedule for the rest of the semester. The club plans to meet every other week to go over old and new cases. The tentative schedule announced by Mr. Jim Egan, the club advisor, includes the following pairs of speakers:

- Robert Reed and John Siegel
- Ray Maher and Ronald Urrchard
- Edward Kelley and Dean Hughes
- Ronald Urrchard and lint

In the coming months, the club plans to meet on a more regular basis, with the tentative schedule announced by Mr. Egan. The club is open to all members of the university, and anyone interested in participating is encouraged to attend.

NSA Commission Elects Lockwood Chairman for Term

At the last meeting of the National Student Association Commission on February 16, the Commission elected Ted Lockwood as Chairman, Scott Blyssus as Secretary and Clint Wade as Corresponding Secretary, for the Trinity Term and a month. The Commission will be in charge of formulating and presenting plans to the Commission on problems of student life.

The Commission discussed during the meeting the challenge of establishing a center on campus for the dissemination of material on plans for the special features of the month. Any student desiring information available on the center will come to the American International defence of the special feature of the month. Any student desiring information on the center will have to contact one of the above named Executive Committee.

Bob Bishop was chosen to work over WRTC on the next NSA radio special. This meeting will be on March 15 at 7 p.m. All members of the Commission are urged to attend.

Campus Democratic Club Formed

Not to be outdone by the founding of a Young Republicans Club, a group of Democratic enthusiasts have formed, with permission from Dean Hughes, the Campus Democratic Club. The club will seek to help reelect Mr. Truman.

State Representative Martin said the club would be most welcome within the campaign framework. The club will get out the word and promote the more liberal viewpoint of county. Having written to John Bailey, Republican candidate for Connecticut Democrats, the group hopes to be officially recognized when the Democrats hold their Jackson Day diners.

The club hopes to influence the following: the voters, speakers, radio, films, and debates. The organizing committees will be composed of Henry Forster, Brooks Mann, Jim Stanley, Peter Van Meter, Ronald Urrchard, and Clint Wade.

Flying Club Will Resume Operations

At a meeting of the Trinity Flying Club last Thursday night, the members were informed that club operations would begin next April and the club hopes to be able to sell a case of beer to its members. The case of beer will be sold to the members of the Associated North Eastern College Flying Club, according to the club. The members are expected to present their case to the club and the club will vote on the matter.

The new president of the club is Mr. Egan, the club advisor, and the club will meet every second Monday of the month. The club is open to all members of the university, and anyone interested in participating is encouraged to attend.

"Modern Man in the Wasteland" Subject For This Year's Course

Last Tuesday evening in Seabury 34, more than one hundred select and upperclassmen gathered in the Seabury Lounge, excited and eager to attend the first lecture of the semester, with Robert Canning, director of training, serving as speaker.

Dr. J. Wendell Barber, associate professor of biology, has been named director of the Mt. Desert Island Biological Laboratory, summer research center in Bar Harbor, Maine. He succeeds Dr. R. P. Feust, professor of biology at Dartmouth, who served as director for seven years.

Scheduled to open its 75th season on June 15, the laboratory is noted for the contributions which its individual resident scientists have made to basic biological science, particularly in investigations of marine life. A new section of the laboratory is equipped for study of problems of tissue growth under the supervision of Dr. Philip R. White of the Institute for Cancer Research.

Bob Bishop was chosen to work over WRTC on the next NSA radio special. This meeting will be on March 15 at 7 p.m. All members of the Commission are urged to attend.

Zimnorn Stresses Need For Trends in Public Opinion

Thursday's lecture by Sir Alfred Ziemmner had to do with the necessity of being fully aware of the public opinion of the United Nations.

Sir Alfred began by pointing out the fallacy of the statement that the people in Britain and the United States do not care for the United Nations. Indeed, the people in Britain and the United States are very much interested in these problems of the United Nations and the United Nations is very much interested in the problems of the United States.

The United Nations was founded to make it possible to have a world council, and the United Nations is very much interested in the problems of the United States.

The United Nations was founded to make it possible to have a world council, and the United Nations is very much interested in the problems of the United States.
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A New Low for Higher Education

Homeric Orthodoxy has begun to roll through Faculty Rooms all over the nation with the publication this month of the six-volume report of the Commission on Higher Education. Blankly recommending that present college graduates be held responsible by two, and implying eventual Government subsidization of all administration, the report of the Commission is in theory almost everything American educators have held important and have tried to protect.

To the President's Commission in July, 1946, "to reexamine our system of higher education in the light of its objectives, methods, and faculties," the first of which being the "ways and means of expanding educational opportunities for all able young people." Futility following their Chief's broad hint, the 28 clerks, businessmen and teachers have finally reported back that "American colleges and universities must envisage a much larger role for higher education in the national life. They can no longer consider the instrument for producing an intellectual elite; they must become the means of giving every citizen a chance to develop the rational ideals they have always nourished. Yet it is in a very obvious contradiction of this statement and to the point that after 1960, some 32% of the American population will hold bachelors' degrees or higher.

The Commission seems profoundly ignorant of the demonstrable fact that college attendance has only fifth in world literacy; that hundreds of American colleges do not now give the equivalent of a good Eastern public school. How the Commission reaches requirements have already suffered sufficiently from hordes of ignorant and unscrupulous that the colleges are already sheltering thousands of ineptigetant fugitives from honest labor. Above all, the sage Commission has passed the buck to Congress in "deciding its own objectives," which happen to include the principle of "free college for every young man and woman," and the ideal goal they have always nourished. Yet it is in a very obvious contradiction of this statement and to the point that after 1960, some 32% of the American population will hold bachelors' degrees or higher.

To the Editor:

It is understood that a committee of the government has been considering the installation of a Reserve Officers Training Corps unit in the colleges if the plan on Universal Military Training is accepted by Congress. U.M.T. is being pushed and lobbied by many organizations, notably the American Legion, and is being opposed chiefly by educators, police bodies and Standing. I won't here attempt to determine the merits of Mr. Truman's plan.

However, the proposed unit for Trinity College is one I consider being suggested by a group of the committee in bad faith and in entanglement of the traditions of this college.

If Mr. Truman's plan on Universal Military Training is accepted by Congress, it would mean the loss of the institution of college for all of the people that all eligible males of the nation serve a period of time in military training. I consider that an R.O.T.C. unit as proposed by this thinking, on the campus would be contra-

The college should not submit to this plan which is purely bad, because of its crude nature. Trinity College could not prepare "soldiers" if the men were persons who firstly would evade by coming to the college to avoid the draft as enlisted in the "Effective Military Training program."

I shall not here discuss two also important elements of an educational system in the college, and the rule of the country.
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Hilltoppers Trounce Coast Guard
By 65-46 Tally; Faber Hoops 13
Trinity Cops 8th Win in 1st Starts
By Marshall Bankin
Last Thursday at the Armory, Trinity's unpredictable copers pumped a nightly tooted Coast Guard quintet, 46-40, for its 5th win in 11 starts. The Hilltoppers led throughout the game, and had out Coach Ray Osting, as abstained at will, the score might have been much more decisive.
Captain Red Faber led the Trinity attack, hopping 13 points. Don Boyko, Joe Whorf and Curtin each accounted for 8 markers. Tom Wetmore and Jim Carr led the Guardmen with 12 and 10 respectively.
As the game got under way, set shots by Jack Mahon and Faber, Pit-kin's tap-in and one-hander, and Faber's second hook gave the Osting men a 10-3 lead. Trinity continued to build its advantage, and shortly before the end of the half held a 31-11 lead. Jack Scully just having sunk a seat pivot shot. Here, the Guardmen pulled slightly, and led by Carr who sank three baskets, closed the gap to 35-25. Scully's hook at the start of the second half had one of the nearest shots of the game, a beautiful underhand layup. Faber's long set shots also highlighted the first half. Many fouls were called by the officials throughout the contest.
Osting inserted his regular lineup once more at the start of the second half. Boyko sank two one-handers and a foul; Mahon, Faber, Ponsalle, and Scully each netted two-pointers; foul shots by Faber (2), Mahon, Pit-kin and Scully were contributed. During this outburst the visitors were held to six points on a layup by Wet- more, two fouls by Ross, and a one- handed shot from the foul circle by Kessler. Trinity's lead had been built up to a 53-31 advantage.

The remainder of the game was played with both teams substituting freely, resulting in the Hilltoppers holding on to their advantage until the end. The latter part of the game was highlighted by a sparkling set shot, from an angle, no less, by Charles Dabrowski. Wetmore counted a pretty lay shot near the Guardian.
In the statistical department, let it be noticed in passing that Trinity outscored the Guardmen in 39 of its 72 shots from the floor (21 out of 30), while the Coast Guard combo was unable to compute only 26% (16 out of 62).
In the looey-looey-played preliminary affair, Trinity's freshman five were handed a 41-33 drubbing by the Middletown team. Sharpe led the Fresh aggregation, which seems to misslessly serve the purposes of its star forward, "Moon" Curtis, who has been out of action because of an ankle injury.

Ephemn and Wesmen Rout Squashmen, 8-1

The Trinity College squash team dropped both its meets last week by the same score of 8 to 1. On Wednesday, the Hilltoppers succumbed to the Ephesians of Williams College, and on Saturday, Trim was routed by the backcourters of Wesleyan. Both contests took place at Trumbull Memorial.

Tom Wetmore was Trinity's only point- maker in the Williams meet as he won in three sets, while Ed Norris dominated in the Wesleyan encounter to register the home team's lone point.
Yale will furnish the competition for Trinity next week, when the two squads will clash Tuesday on the lat- ter's court.

When You Want
FLOWERS
Call on
KENNETH T. MACKAY
HOTEL BOND
An Alum of Your Old Rival
Hamilton College

College View Tavern
215 Zion Street
GROUNDED AMISH WIVES
CLAMS on the HALF SHELL
OUR SPECIALTY

The BOND PRESS, INC.
Printers of the Tripod
94 Allyn Street
Hartford, Conn.

Annabella

The REMARKABLE woman who paints throughout the world, once, profiles Schoen. "To" respectively, she says. It has that golden, true beer flavor. True beer towns try Schoen Beer today.

The F. & M. Schenck Brewery Co. of Ann., Conn.

TRINITY BROTHERS
241 Asylum Street
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS FOR MANY YEARS

SPORTS ON PARADE
By Dick Avittable

Now that the powers who decide how much advertisement is to adorn the pages of this glorious publication have finally been so generous as to avail this section with an amount of space sufficient to cover slightly more than the heaviest facts regarding the Trinity athletic situation, the parade of sports shall resume its march, even if on a somewhat smaller scale.
Recovering from a slight post-examination slump, consisting of two consecutive losses, Ray Osting's varsity basketball squad seems to have regained its early season form. The Hilltoppers handled themselves exceedingly well while subduing Middletown and Coast Guard with the greatest of ease in their last two contests. The team's record is now eight wins and three defeats; with six games remaining to be played, there is a good chance that last season's twelve and five will be equalled, or perhaps even surpassed.
Fortunately, the two games which will probably present the most diffi- culty will be played at home. The first of these, a return engagement with Wesleyan, is bound to be a thriller. The Cardinals have beaten Trinity far too often these last few years in both basketball and football. It is time for a change. The other contest is to be played against Yale on March 10. Although not sensational this year, the Elks, paced by Tony Lavine, are bound to be a tough nut to crack.

SigaNa Nu and J-Sox
Face Intramurals
By Owen Mitchell
The latest intramural basketball releases show that Sigma Nu and the J-Sox still top their respective boy's clubs. In the American League the Yankees recovered from their defeat by the front-running J-Sox and annihilated two victories to pull up to only one game behind. Sigma Nu must beware of the Yanks who have surped into second place only one-half game away. The Cro's protected their third place in the American League by splitting in their last two games, while in the National League the Nationals clapped their last two games to move into the third slot over Psi U. Standing:

College Graduates

Would Do Well to Look Into the Field of Printing
As a Worthwhile Career

CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD CO.
Division of Connecticut Printers, Incorporators
HARTFORD I
CONNECTICUT

Annabella, international star of stage and screen, has taken over the world over, professes Schoen. "To" respectively, she says. It has that golden, true beer flavor. True beer towns try Schoen Beer today.

The F. & M. Schenck Brewery Co. of Ann., Conn.
Down Fraternity Row

ALPHA CHI RHO wishes to congratulate Brothers Tom Scharr and Charles Brizmart for being elected to the Phi Beta Kappa Society. The Fraternity reporter feels that news is better late than never and wishes to commend Brother Rayon on the splendid manner in which he handled the "Up and Coming" book peddler. Lucky Strife's personality plus boy almost received the same reception on Wednesday, but we didn't have the heart to let him go over us. Flash! Who hit the Crew bar over the last weekend? What will happen to us now that Rusty is out of the running for good? DELTA KAPPA EPHILON spent the last week wallowing in inanity, which might not have been constructive, but was merry. With the exception of Little Padre and Moon, who went down to see the latest burst of delicatessen at the Finch stockyards, the whole house came down with the first signs of approaching fair weather—spring fever. The unexpected elegance also brought relief to those brothers residing at 96 Vernon, for they were able to file away their woolies for the first time since the front door ran into a tree a fortnight ago. DELTA PHI has been the scene of frenzied activity this last week. Springlike weather works strange powers upon people, and the recent warm spell has, in our case, opened the channels for a premature springtime rejuvenation of the house and grounds. Despite the odor of paint and the choking clouds of dust, however, a few of the more studious brothers and pledges have managed to drag themselves back to the books and/or the bridge table.

SIGMA NU takes great pleasure in announcing the initiation of J. Newton Lee, Frank Flory, John Bomberger, Theodore Duncan, William McKean, Edward Roth, Philip Simon, Robert Stagner, Franklin Fiske, Courtland Nelson, Francis Mullins Raymond Stow, Robert Jones, Rollin Ramsen, Arnold Johnson, Timothy Cutting, James Grant, William Fritz, and David Mervor. The chapter extends congratulations to them all. On Friday night there was a bridge tournament held between the active brothers and the alumni.

Andy's Auto Service
Repairs, Gas, Oil and Accessories
Gas Station—Broad and Vernon
Garage—177 Seymour Street
Phone 2-6652

HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND EDUCATION
June 28, to August 21, 1948
Conductors—Graduate and Undergraduate Courses
Veterans may enroll under G. I. Bill
Dormitory Accommodations and Cafeteria Service
Graduate School of Engineering—Summer Term
Address: Department T, 9 Wadsworth House, Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

FOR FINE SPORTS EQUIPMENT, IT'S THE
ALLING RUBBER CO.
167 Asylum Street, Hartford
7 South Main Street, West Hartford

In addition to our custom group of woolens, we are now offering a new low price for coat and trousers starting at $62.50

HENRY MILLER
TAILOR AND FURNISHER
58 Ford Street
Hartford
Around the corner from Hotel Band—Telephone 6-2138

Your friends expect you to send RUST CRAFT GREETING CARDS because of their attractiveness and satisfying sentiments— at Better Shops and Department Stores.

Trinity College Official Theme Fats and School Supplies
at the
TRINITY DRUG CO.
1294 Broad Street
Telephone 6-3795

PROFESSIONAL BARBER SHOP
SEVEN CHAIRS
J. Marzano and P. Martin, Prop.
59 High Street
Hartford

PLIMPTON'S, INC.
STATIONERS
School and Business Supplies
142 Trumbull Street
Telephone 2-2291

ESTEBOOM, AUTOGRAPH, SHEAFFER FOUNTAIN PENS
$1.00 to $15.00
SHEAFFER DESK PENS
Beverly $1.50
Special—$2.00
WILSON JOINTS
ZIPPER RING BINDERS
Genuine Leather
Ruger $6.50
Special—$4.75

Students Union Store
Lower Saubury

---

George Malcolm-Smith, '25, Speaks to Student Group on Advertising Career

George Malcolm-Smith, '25, spoke to a group of students interested in advertising Friday night in Woodward Lounge under the sponsorship of Mr. John Butler, Director of the Placement Bureau. Mr. Malcolm-Smith, author of "The Grain Is Always GREENER" and "slightly Perfect," is now connected with the advertising department of the Travelers Insurance Company.

Stressing the fact that advertising is no more the lucrative field it used to be, Mr. Malcolm-Smith stated that the person beginning in the field today should expect the first few years to be full of hardships and disappointments. Oddly enough, Mr. Malcolm-Smith pointed out, young men will do well to go into the field of "house organs" rather than enter the larger and better organized New York advertising firms.

He concluded by saying that the path to success in advertising lay in the majority of cases, in entering small advertising agencies in towns and small cities and learning all phases of the advertising business.

"New York will then," Mr. Malcolm-Smith said, "come to you, as advertising agencies need experienced men very, very badly."

---

"I'VE TRIED THEM ALL,
CHESTERFIELD IS MY FAVORITE CIGARETTE"

Clemette Colbert

STARING IN A
TRIANGLE PRODUCTION
"SLEEP, MY LOVE"
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

---

WHY I smoke Chesterfield
(From a series of statements by prominent tobacco farmers)

"I am at the auction sales practically every day with Liggett & Myers buying the best cigarette tobacco grown in this section. If I died a Chesterfield smoker, so put me down for that. It's a good cigarette and I like it."

D. T. Lawrence
Tobacco Farmer, Wrentham, N. C.